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Class-IX

English Paper-1 (Language)
 (Two hours)

Answers to this Paper must be written on the paper provided separately.

You will not be allowed to write during the first 15 minutes.

This time is to be spent in reading the question paper.

The time given at the head of this Paper is the time allowed for writing the answers.

 Attempt all five questions.

The intended marks for questions or parts of questions are given in brackets [ ].

You are advised to spend not more than 30 minutes in answering Question 1 

and 20 minutes in answering Question 2.

Question 1
  (Do not spend more than 30 minutes on this question.) 
  Write a composition (300 - 350 words) on any one of the following : [20]
  (a) Write an original short story that begins with the words: He never thought...
Ans. He never thought that he would be forced to fight his friend and his living ideal. Nitin was a patriotic soldier. He 

was proud of his country because it was the country which other countries envied. The country had progressed 
not only in terms of economy but social welfare also. One day, a foreign army regiment came to his country for 
joint warfare practice. The general of the foreign regiment, Chris was a famous army person who had gained 
ranks on account of his merit and courage. He had set examples by not only fighting for his country but also 
shown moral strength by rescuing a wounded soldier of the enemy. Nitin was in awe of Chris. While practicing, 
he was greatly inspired by the techniques and moral boosting shown by Chris. Both of them became good friends. 
After a two-month long practice, there came a time when Chris and his regiment left for their home country. Nitin 
and Chris remained in touch and used to catch up on a video call almost every evening. Over a period of time, 
Nitin was also promoted and became in charge of a battalion. However, due to some political uprisings, there 
arose some tensions between the two countries. A war was looking inevitable. Nitin’s battalion was posted on the 
border. The firing started from across the border. Nitin and his battalion were prepared for any such development. 
They responded with equal strength. The enemy battalion was three times the size of Nitin’s battalion. But he 
did not lose courage. He motivated his soldiers and revived the spirit of patriotism in them. His battalion was 
outnumbered and had already lost some of the soldiers. The enemy battalion had made advancement and was at 
threatening distance from their Nitin’s post. He had requested headquarters to send backup team but it was still 4 
to 5 hours for the backup to reach there. He noticed that the enemy battalion had an officer who was looking like 
a kingpin of the battalion. Under the cover of the firing by his battalion, he managed to enter the enemy battalion 
and reached that officer. He was still unnoticed by the enemy. However, he recognized the kingpin officer. He was 
Chris, his friend. He felt emotionally weak for a moment before taking any step further. But, his patriotism took 
over that moment of weakness. Without fear of losing a friend, he fired on Chris. The enemy soldiers also shot 
at Nitin in unison. The loss of Chris created some confusion for the enemy battalion and they retreated a bit. In 
the meantime, the backup of Nitin’s battalion came. He shot his friend and sacrificed his life for the country. The 
country honored him with the highest gallantry award of the country.

  (b) 'Technology has destroyed Childhood.'
 Express your views either for or against this statement.
Ans.       Technology has destroyed childhood
 Technology has completely changed virtually every aspect of our society over the past few decades, from the 

way we work to the way we socialize and everything in between. One of the differences that have been most 
noticeable is the change in the way that children play and interact with each other from previous generations. 
Although technology does provide many positive benefits for learning, it also has several negative effects on child 
development and quality of life.

 One of the biggest differences in the way that children live today is that they don’t get as much exercise as 
they used to. This is because technology such as computers, smart phones and television encourages them to 
be sedentary when they get home from school, as opposed to going outside and playing with other kids. Child 
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obesity rates have risen drastically over the past several decades. Spending time outdoors has a huge number of 
positive effects on the body — it provides them with exposure to sunlight, which supplies their body with Vitamin 
D. This helps to fight infections and keep the skin healthy. 

 Research has shown that screens of devices such as tablets and smart phones emit harmful blue light that can 
cause headaches, eye strain and itchy eyes for children. Technology also has impacts on the way children think 
and feel. When kids are exposed to high levels of technology, they tend to think through things only casually and 
don’t develop the ability to think critically or be creative when learning new concepts.

 Technology changes the way kids socialize and interact with others, which can have huge impacts on their mental 
and emotional well-being. 

 It is not that all technology is bad, or that children should never use technology. Technology provides tons of 
positive opportunities for learning, entertaining and socializing but it should be monitored and used appropriately. 

  (c) A kind action can go a long way.
 Narrate an incident from your own experience when someone was kind to you at a time when you were feeling 

very depressed. Give details of the kind action and say how this caused a change in you.
Ans.       A kind action can go a long way
 I had been preparing hard for a scholarship examination conducted by an NGO. The award of the scholarship 

was the professional course I was keen to pursue. I knew that with limited resources of my family and the heavy 
fees of the professional course, I might have to sacrifice my choice. It was then that I learnt about this NGO and 
the scholarship examination. I had put in my best efforts to prepare for that examination. I was feeling confident 
when I woke up in the morning on the day of the examination. My mother told me that father had to leave early in 
the morning due to some urgent office work and she would take me to the examination center which was on the 
other side of the city. When I was getting ready, I heard my mother’s voice. I rushed to see her. She had slipped on 
the wet floor and got her ankle sprained. She was not able to put her foot on the ground. I immediately rushed to 
my neighbour who was a doctor. He immediately came and gave first aid and some pain relievers to mother. In all 
this hustle, I got late with my schedule for getting ready for the exam. My mother told me that she would manage 
to accompany me. I told her to take rest and assured her that I would manage to reach there. I got ready, wished 
my mother and left. I reached the metro station to learn that the metro was running slow due to some technical 
breakdown. I was feeling scared as I was about to lose a chance of my lifetime. All my dreams were looking like 
going down the drain. It was at this moment when I got lucky. A cab driver spotted that I was looking nervous 
and asked me if he could help me. I told him of my problem. He offered me to take me to the examination center.  
I told him that I did not have enough money to pay him. He told me that though money is important in life but it 
is not the only thing in life. He urged me to sit in the cab. He took me to the examination center. When I offered to 
pay him by whatever small amount of money I had, he refused. I told him that if he can give his contact number, 
I will repay him later but again he refused for it politely. I appeared in the examination and was awarded a merit 
scholarship. I was able to fulfill my dreams and also improve the financial condition of my family. Till date, I have 
not forgotten my unidentified angel. His kind actions have changed my whole life. Today whenever I see some-
one who needs some help, I make it a point to stop by and help in every possible way, irrespective of the urgency 
of my personal or professional work.

 (d) Describe the sights and sounds of your school playground during the break-time. How does this change once 
the school bell is rung ?

Ans. Break-time or interval is the time which every student waits for in the school. The moment the bell is sung, 
students rush out of their class rooms towards the playground. Many of them more towards the canteen. I also 
go out and watch the scene in the playground. These is a lot of hustle and bustle in the playground. It season as if 
the whole school has come out in the field. Many students of junior classes can be seen running after each other 
to catch hold of the other. The students of senior classes stand in groups and start discussing something or the 
other the sound of load laughter can be heard. Happiness and relaxation can be seen on the faces of the children. 
Many students sit aside on the benches to have their food. They can be seen sharing the delicacies cooked by their 
mother. I enjoy the chittering, giggles, laughter and smile on the faces of students. Soon it is time for the break 
to be over. The bell rings and students start going back to their classes in a queen. Many rush towards the water 
cooler or taps to drink water or wash their hands. The prefects and house captains once again take their position 
to make the students more in a queen and send them to their class rooms within minutes, the school playground 
which is generally alive a few moments ago, becomes silent again.    

 (e) Study the picture given below. Write a short story or a description or an account of what it suggests to you. Your 
composition may be about the subject of the picture or you may take suggestions from it; however, there must 
be a clear connection between the picture and your composition.
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Ans. Marbles is one of the most important traditional games which are played all over India. It is also known as Kancha, 

Golli, Goti and Lakhoti. This game is considered as one of the street games and this game increases the aiming 
and concentration skills. People have been playing marbles and marble like games for thousands of years. It is 
thought that marble started with the cave people playing with small pebbles or balls of natural clay. A German 
glass blower invented the marble scissors to make marbles that changed the process of making marbles. Present 
day marbles are made of all sort of materials. Glass is very popular. Most of the marbles are machine made. For 
thousands of years marbles have proved to be the most interesting and popular Indian traditional game which is 
also played all over the world. When you start aiming at the marble, the marble is held tightly in the forefinger. 
Then it is stretched back like a bow and arrow by the pressure of the other hand’s forefinger. Then the marble is 
shot by releasing the finger. While pushing the marble the thumb should firmly touch the ground.

  The player with the highest number of marbles wins the game. In a variation of this game, once the marbles are 
collected in the center of the circle, the other players select the marble to be hit. If the player manages to hit the 
desired marble, he wins all the remaining marbles in the circle. The game continues in the similar manner with the 
other players. The game of marbles helps players to develop mathematical skills and motor skills while improving 
concentration, hand eye coordination and aiming/targeting skills. It also provides an opportunity to socialize and 
have fun and nurtures healthy competition.

Question 2
  (Do not spend more than 20 minutes on this question.) 
  Select any one of the following : [10]

  (a) Write a letter to the principal of your school, requesting him her to postpone the coming examinations. Give 
reasons for your request and say why the postponement will be beneficial to all the students.

Ans.   September 12, 2020

   The Principal,

   XYZ Public School,

   Delhi.
Sub : Request for postponement of mid-term examinations

 Resected Ma’am,
 With due respect, I wish to state that, I, on behalf of the students of class IX, would like to request you to postpone 

the upcoming mid-term examinations. The Annual Day celebrations have just ended and we were busy in 
preparations for the same earlier. We had no time to study for the examinations due to stay back for the practice. 
We have done lot of hard work in the grade and if we do not perform well in the examinations, it will be a great 
setback to us. If we get a bit more time to study, we assure you that we will score good marks and pass out with 
flying colours.

 I hope you understand our concern and will oblige us by doing the needful.

 Yours faithfully,
 ABC
 (Grade IX Coordinator)
 (b) You are being bullied in school. Write a letter to your elder brother who lives in another place telling him about 

what is happening and how you are feeling. Seek his advice on a solution to the problem.

  84 Kaveri Kunj, Jaipur

  23rd April 2020,

Ans. Dear brother,

 I hope this letter finds you in the pink of your health. I am fine here.

 This is my first letter to you since I have been in the hostel. The hostel is good and so are my friends. The teachers 
here are also extremely helpful and caring. The school too is good. You have been my ideal since childhood and 
you have always helped me as a guide and as a mentor.  I am stuck up in a problem and wish seek your advice.
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 There is a group of notorious students. Their fathers are established businessmen and so their children consider 
school as their personal property. They pick up quarrels with anyone and find excuses to tease anyone. Last 
Friday, they were bullying my friend. I tried to resolve the incident but they have now started bullying me.

 There is no point going to the higher authorities as there have been similar incidents in the past. Though the 
principal is a gentleman, yet under the pressure of the management, he had been forced to overlook complaints 
against them. 

 I need your advice as to what would be a correct way which I should take to get rid of these guys and also try to 
ensure that they stop these bullying activities.

 I am looking forward to your enlightening guidance on the matter to help me.
 Lovingly yours,
 ABC

Question 3  
  (a) Your school is organising a Book Fair. Write a notice to inform your schoolmates of the event. Ask them to 

donate old books for the fair.       [5]
Ans.  

XYZ Public School, Delhi
Notice

February 12,2020
Book Fair

  All the students are here by informed that our school is organizing a book fair in the school playground 
from April 3, 2020 to April 9 2020 from 9:00 am to 1:00 pm. The students can donate their old books for 
the fair. The interested students can submit the books to their respective class teachers latest by March 
25, 2020.

  The proceeds of the book fair will be handed over to the family of the Najafgarh based martyr who 
has sacrificed his life for security of the nation.

  For further details, please contact the undersigned.

ABC
(Head Boy)

 (b) Write an e-mail to the Principal of a neighbouring school asking him / her to send students to visit the Fair and 
buy books.                        [5]

   principalst.maryschool@gmail.com
   Book-fair
Ans.  

Dear Mr. Sen,
  Greetings!

  Our school is organizing a book fair from April 3, 2020 to April 9, 2020 from 9:00 am to 1:00 pm. The 
fair has been organized to humbly contribute as assistance to the family of the Najafgarh based 
martyr.

  The students have stepped forward to the cause and have donated their books for the cause.

  I request you to urge students of your school to visit the book fair and buy the books so as to be a 
part of the great cause.

  I am also looking forward to your personal visit to our school to boost the morale of our students.

  Thanking you in anticipation,

  Regards,

  ABC   

  Principal
  XYZ Public School
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Question 4  [20]
   Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow :
 There was one pet which Grandfather could not keep for very long. Grandmother was tolerant of some birds 

and animals, but she drew the line at reptiles. Grandfather should have known that there was little chance of 
being allowed to keep a python.

 He never could resist buying unusual pets, and while we still had Toto, the monkey, he paid a snake-charmer in 
the bazaar only four rupees for the young four-foot python that was on display to a crowd of eager boys and girls. 
Grandfather impressed the gathering by slinging the python over his shoulders and walking home wit it. 

 The first to see them arrive was Toto, swinging from a branch of the jack-fruit tree. One look at the python, 
ancient enemy of his race, and he fled into the house, squealing with fright. The noise brought Grandmother 
on the verandah, where she nearly fainted at the sight of the python curled round Grandfather's throat. 
"It will strangle you to death," she cried. "Get rid of it at once!" 

 "Nonsense!" said Grandfather. "He's only a young fellow — he'll" soon get used to us.''
 "He might, indeed," said Grandmother, "but I have no intention of getting used to him. And you know your 

cousin Mabel is coming to stay with us tomorrow. She'll leave the minute she knows there's snake in the house." 
"Well perhaps we should show it to her as soon as she arrives." said Grandfather, who did not look forward to the 
visits of relatives any more than I did. 

 "You'll do no such thing," said Grandmother. 
 "Well, I can't let it loose in the garden. It might find its way into the poultry houses, and then where would we be?" 
 "Oh, how irritating you are!" grumbled Grandmother. "Lock the thing in the bathroom, then go out and find the 

man you bought it from, and get him to come here and collect it."
 And so, in my awestruck presence, Grandfather took the python into the bathroom and placed it in the tub. After 

closing the door on it he gave me a sad look.
 "Perhaps Grandmother is right this time," he said. "After all, we don't want the snake to get hold of  Toto. And it's 

sure to be very hungry."
 He hurried off to the bazaar to look for the snake-charmer, and was gone for about two hours, while Grandmother  

paced up and down the verandah. When Grandfather returned, looking crestfallen, we knew he had not been 
able to find the snake-charmer.

 "Well, then kindly take it away yourself," said Grandfather. "Leave it in the jungle across the river-bed."
 "All right, but let me feed it first," said Grandfather.
  (b)  Give the meaning of the following words as used in the passage :                 
  One-word answers or short phrases will be accepted.
   (i) ancient                     [1]
   (ii)  intention                     [1]
   (iii)  crestfallen                     [1]
Ans.   (i)  old
   (ii)  aim
   (iii)  unsuccessful
  (b)  Answer the following questions briefly in your own words :
  (i)  How much did the python cost ?                                       [1]
 Ans. The python cost only four rupees.
  (ii)  How did Grandfather impress the children in the bazaar ?                           [2]
 Ans. The grandfather impressed the children by slinging the python over his shoulders and walking home with 

  it.
  (iii)  How did Toto respond when he saw the snake ?                  [2]
 Ans. Toto, the monkey, was the first one to see the python with the grandfather and he fled into the house 

  squealing with fright.
  (iv)  Why did Grandfather finally agree to return the python ?                           [2]
 Ans. Grandfather finally agreed to return the python when he was reminded that his cousin Mabel was coming 

  to stay with them and would go away if she came to know about the python. Also, if the python was let 
  loose in the garden, it would destroy the poultry farm.

  (v)  Which sentence in the passage tells you that Grandfather wanted to be really kind to the python.             [2]
 Ans. The sentence “All right, but let me feed it first”, said Grandfather shows that the grandfather wanted to be 

kind to the python.
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  (c) In not more than 50 words, describe Grandmother's reaction when she saw Grandfather bringing the python into 
the house.                       [8]

Ans. Grandmother, after seeing the python curled around grandfather’s neck was at first really scared and feared that 
it might strangle him to death and asked grandfather to get rid of the python. She reminded him that his cousin 
Mabel was coming to their place the next day. Somehow, she managed to convince the grandfather to get rid of 
the python and return it back.

Question 5  
  (a)   Fill in each of the numbered blanks with the correct form of the word given in brackets. Do not copy the 

passage, but write in correct serial order the word or phrase appropriate to the blank space. [4]           
 Example   
  (0) found
  When they got home, Jo and Meg (0) _______________ (find) Amy (1) _______________ (read). She never 

(2) _______________ (lift) her eyes from her book nor did she (3) _______________ (ask) a single question. But 
Beth (4) _______________ (want) every detail and her sisters were just as eager to tell her how much they had  
(5) _______________ (enjoy) the evening. Jo (6) _______________ (go) up to her room and (7) _______________ 
(check) out her things. Everything (8) _______________ (be) in its place.

Ans. (1) reading (2) lifted (3) ask  (4) wanted
 (5) enjoyed (6) went (7) checked  (8) was              [½ × 8 = 4]           
  (b)  Fill in each blank with an appropriate word :                   [4]            
  (i)  South Africa is famous _______________ its diamonds.
  (ii)  You can expect to hear from me _______________ a few days.
  (iii)  The city museum is closed _______________ Sundays.
  (iv)  I offered _______________ help but they politely refused.
  (v)  The train went _______________ the tunnel.
  (vi)  Put the clothes _______________ the closet.
  (vii) The car went _______________ its diamonds. the cliff and fell into the sea.
  (viii) Let us walk _______________ the fields to the next bus stop.   
Ans. (1) for (2) within (3) on  (4) to
 (5) inside (6) into (7) down  (8) through
(c)  Join the following sentences to make one complete sentence without using and, but or so :             [4]            
  (i)  He will make an excellent teacher. I believe it.
  (ii)  The boys won the match. They rejoiced.
  (iii)  The girl lives in Delhi. She just joined the college.
  (iv)  Sunil stayed at home and took care of their son. Shanti worked at a call centre.              [1 × 4 = 4] 
Ans. (i)  I believe that he will make an excellent teacher.
 (ii)  The boys won the match, hence they rejoiced.
     OR
   Since the boys won the match, they rejoiced.
 (iii) The girl living in Delhi has just joined the college.
 (iv) Sunil stayed at home and took care of their son while Shanti worked at a call centre.
(d) Re-write the following sentences according to the instructions given after each. Make other changes that may 

be necessary, but do not change the meaning of each sentence.                [8]            
  (i)  Mr. Rao is correcting the answer scripts of the last examination.
   (Begin: The answer scripts...............................)

  (ii)  Ajay will attend the seminar if Dr. Sinha presents his paper.

   (Begin: Unless...............................)

  (iii)  He did not understand fully what he was supposed to do.

   (Use: lacked)

  (iv)  On being scolded, the girl started crying.

   (Begin: When...............................)

 (v)  I received the message and I left immediately.

   (Begin: No sooner...............................)
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 (vi)  "Have you walked alone this long distance today?" he asked Aruna.

   (Begin: He asked Aruna if...............................)

 (vii)  This boy is talented and very hardworking.
   (Begin: Not only...............................)
 (viii)  In spite of all her efforts, Mary did not succeed.
   (Begin: Despite...............................)
Ans. (i)  The answer scripts of the last examination are being corrected by Mr. Rao.
 (ii)  Unless Dr. Sinha presents his paper, Ajay will attend the seminar.
 (iii)  He lacked full understanding of what he was supposed to do.
 (iv)  When the girl was scolded, she started crying.
 (v)  No sooner did I receive the message than I left.
 (vi)  He asked Aruna if she had walked alone that distance that day.
 (vii)  Not only is the boy talented but hard working also.
 (viii)  Despite all her efforts, Mary did not succeed.                 [1 × 8 = 8]         




